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Life Energy Media. Paperback. Condition: New. 214 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.4in. x 0.7in.Most of
us live out our lives under the deeply embedded assumptions that reason and ultimate reality or
truth exist. We therefore attempt to apply our best understanding of that reason to all that we do in
daily activities, personal relationships and our attempts to find some best fit in society, based on
our capabilities and limitations. In Dimensions of Spirit, Stephano challenges this so-called rational
view to the world, suggesting that its an illusory concept based on faulty assumptions contrived by
our egos misguided attempts to be loved. But these ego notions, tied to thoughts, can never point
us to our essential, internal joy, happiness and spirituality in the world. Therefore, they cause us to
settle for the illusions of being as important and successful as possible, based on so-called material
achievements, possessions and some overall sense of desirability. Using some basic topics such as
joy, happiness, and freedom, Stephano directly though gently confronts our need for this dualistic
and fearful lack of wholeness in our lives. He shows us that the answers to our essentialness are
already in us and need to be expressed. The...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly amazing ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is writter in basic terms and never di icult to understand. Its been written in an
exceptionally basic way and it is only right after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Beverly Hoppe-- Beverly Hoppe

Extremely helpful for all class of individuals. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Adela Schroeder II-- Adela Schroeder II
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